What do you know?
Colorado Kids: April 16, 2019
1. With which is these statements about “The Missing Link” would Aidan Muldoon most likely agree ?
q. It’s the most exciting live-action film in years.
l. Most people school-aged or older will understand the humor.
s. There’s a reason it’s rated PG-13.
c. all of the above
2. How does Max’s uncle appear in “Max and the Midknights”?
y. a duck
t. a troubador
m. a fool
r. all of the above
3. Based on the review, which of these adjectives does not apply to “The Next Great Paulie Fink”?
a. scary
e. funny
u. interesting
o. all of the above
4. In “Nikki on the Line,” why does Nikki fear she won’t make the basketball team?
n. She’s not tall enough.
d. She’s not fast enough.
e. She doesn’t have a good enough jump shot.
a. all of the above
5. What is the most important way for people in Mozambique to avoid cholera?
b. Stay indoors.
i. Find clean water.
a. Eat only vegetables..
e. all of the above
6. How does Siegfried try to keep the prince safe?
d. He hides him until the Short rebels have left.
t. He tries to make the Short rebels think Rupert is just a soldier.
f. He gets the Shorts to chase him far down the road so Rupert can escape.
x. all of the above

Fill in the letters to the correct answers above to solve this puzzler:
This word for an important cowboy tool is almost
exactly like the Spanish word it comes from.

What do you think?

______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______
1
3
2
5
4
6

In “Big Nate,” Francis asks Teddy and Nate what superpower they’d most like. We’ll ask you the same
question! Write a brief essay explaining your choice.

Proofreading:

There are five errors in this passage. Can you find them all? Correct each mistake in the space above it.

The story of Susan the Bigfoot shows that even thought people might think
your scary, you can always show people the happy lovable, harry side of you
and they mite change their mines.
Summarize the story:

Use three sentences to tell about the search for microorganisms on the International Space Station.

1.

2.

3.

Look it up!

For each of these foods often eaten at breakfast around the world, tell what country it’s most popular in
and, in a few words, what it is. We’ve done the first one for you.
arepa				
feijoada
tamagoyaki
chilaquiles
syrniki
putu pap

Colombia				

cornmeal cakes

